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Quantum effects in the dynamics of He probed by inelastic x-ray scattering
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Quantum effects in the teraherz dynamics of supercritical4He have been studied as a function of both
densityr and temperatureT; they have been characterized through their effects on the second and third spectral
moments of the dynamic structure factorS(Q,v), measured by the inelastic x-ray scattering~IXS! technique.
The IXS spectra were collected in the low-Q region below and around the position of the first diffraction peak
Qm , i.e., in a range relatively unusual in this kind of investigation. The measured spectral moments clearly
show a departure from their high-T classical expected values. We observe, moreover, that the amplitude of
quantum deviations increases slightly with increasing density. This experimental method allows us to extract,
even in a region where the dynamics still maintains a collective character, such typical single particle proper-
ties as the mean atomic kinetic energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, the study of the dynam
structure factor of helium has been the focus of several
perimental @1,2#, computational@3,4#, and theoretical@5#
works. However, while the higher-(Q,v) portion of the ki-
nematic plane, dominated by the single particle regime
well as the lowest-(Q,v) portion, dominated by classica
hydrodynamic behavior, have been rather thoroughly
plored, no comparable effort has been addressed to the s
of the intermediate-(Q,v) region, where collective mode
deeply influence the dynamics and quantum effects can
longer be neglected. The transition between classical
quantum dynamical regimes, which occurs gradually asQ is
increased, is one of the main motivations for studying t
dynamical region experimentally. Indeed at the lowe
(Q,v) values, such as those usually probed by Brillou
light scattering, deviations from the classical behavior
hardly discernible since the quantum aspects of the dynam
become evident only whenQ and v become comparable
with the inverse of the quantum coherence length and ti
respectively, given, roughly speaking, bylB

21 andclB
21 (lB

being the de Broglie wavelength andc the speed of light in
vacuum!. This transition is expected to occur in the ran
explored by high-frequency spectroscopic techniques suc
inelastic neutron scattering and inelastic x-ray scatter
~IXS!. Since scattering techniques all probe the dynam
structure factor S(Q,v), a straightforward quantitative
method to pin down quantum effects in the collective d
namics is provided by the measurement of its second spe
moment^v2(Q)&5*v2S(Q,v)dv and, in particular, of its
deviations from the high-temperature classical limit given
(kBT/M )Q2 (kB being the Boltzmann constant andM the
atomic mass!.

In the present work we will characterize this transition
a function of both densityr and temperatureT in a strongly
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quantum fluid such as4He. This characterization will be
achieved by evaluating theQ behavior of^v2(Q)& obtained
from the experimentalS(Q,v) measured by inelastic x-ra
scattering.

We recall here that in this dynamic range the IXS tec
nique provides a twofold advantage compared to inela
neutron scattering, namely,~i! owing to the reduced trans
verse size of the beam it allows small sized samples to
probed thus allowing extreme thermodynamic conditions
be reached;~ii ! the IXS cross section of He is virtually fre
from incoherent contributions toS(Q,v). Unfortunately,
spectral moments of any order^vn(Q)& evaluated directly
from IXS spectra are affected by a number of nontrivial s
tematic uncertainties mainly arising from the finite instr
mental resolution. In order to cope with this problem, w
have estimated the spectral moments of the resolution
line shapesS(Q,v) by fitting the IXS spectra with a reliable
model line shapeSM(Q,v) and computing its spectral mo
ments^vM

n (Q)&. This practice implies on one hand that on
must be confident in the ability of the model to reproduce
data up to frequency values where the integr
*vnS(Q,v)dv have already reached convergence and
the other hand that the data themselves are, in the same
quency range, of sufficient statistical accuracy to allow
significant fit procedure. Since the model line shape adop
has a limited number of converging moments, we are abl
compute in principle only the first four spectral momen
(n50,1,2,3). Furthermore, in order to overcome intens
normalization problems, we will normalize the data to t
first moment^v1(Q)&, the expected value of which is ex
actly known. We will therefore deal essentially with the tw
independent moment ratiosRn ~with n52 or 3) given by

Rn5
\n^vn~Q!&

\^v1~Q!&
, ~1!
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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which, exploiting the well known first moment sum ru
@12#, can also be written as

Rn5\ (n22)
2M ^vn~Q!&

Q2
. ~2!

It is worthwhile noticing that the zeroth moment ratio c
in principle be exploited to yield the structure factorS(Q) of
the fluid,

R05
^v0~Q!&

\^v1~Q!&
5

2M ^v0~Q!&

\2Q2
5

2MS~Q!

\2Q2
. ~3!

II. THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out at the very high-ener
resolution IXS beamline~ID16! at the European Synchrotro
Radiation Facility. The spectrometer consists of a ba
scattering monochromator and five independent analyz
mounted on the tip of a 7 m long arm and set next to eac
other with a constant angular offset. The experimental
sembly, based on high-order reflections from silicon sin
crystals in backscattering geometry, was used at the Si~9,9,9!
reflection with incident energy of 17.494 keV. The resoluti
function, determined experimentally by measuring the sp
tral density scattered by a Plexiglass sample around the
diffraction peak (Q510 nm21), has a full width at half
maximum of 3.560.1 meV for each of the five analyzer
The spectrometer arm can be rotated in the horizontal pl
in order to select the exchanged momentum@Q
5(4p/l)sinq/2#. TheQ resolution was set to60.2 nm21.
In the present IXS experiment theQ values ranged betwee
2.5 and 25.9 nm21, thus ranging up to the first maximum o
S(Q) (Qm;24.5 nm21), while the frequenciesv/2p are in
the THz range.

Further details of the beamline are reported elsewhere@6#.
The sample was contained in a valve sealed two-wind

steel cell kept, under vacuum, in thermal contact with
closed cycle refrigerator head. The incident and essent
forward scattered x-ray beams enter and leave the sam
through two cylindrical single crystal diamond window
~thickness 1 mm; diameter 2.3 mm!. The distance betwee
the two windows, i.e., the sample length along the beam
20 mm, roughly one-tenth of the photoelectric absorpt
length at the explored densities. The pressure on the4He
sample contained in the cell, about 1 cm3 in volume, was
obtained by direct compression of the room temperature
in the range between 3 and 4 kbar, by means of a memb
compressor. The compressed gas is connected to the sa
cell through a capillary tube and the pressure is monitored
a strain gauge sensor. Three different thermodynamic p
were followed:~i! the isochorer537.7 nm23 for T ranging
from 27 K to 210 K;~ii ! the isochorer545.2 nm23 for T
ranging from 27 K to 294 K;~iii ! the isothermT527 K for
densities ranging from 30.9 nm23 to 51.4 nm23. Number
densities were calculated using the data in Ref.@7#

Corrections due to the multiple scattering contributio
which depend on the details of the sample shape and
02120
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spectrometer optics, were calculated, following a proced
analogous to the one already described in the literature@8#, to
be less than 2%. Moreover the incoherent contribution to
scattered intensity, originating from a nonspherical symme
in the electronic charge distribution, can be assumed to
negligible in the case of4He. The empty cell contribution to
the scattered intensity was also found to be negligible. Th
considerations make us confident that the collected sign
essentially proportional to the convolution ofS(Q,v) with
the experimental resolution function.

Examples of IXS spectra measured along the isothermT
527 K and atQ57.8 nm21 are reported in Fig. 1. Two
broad and asymmetric shoulders, characteristic of acou
like collective excitation, are clearly observable in a
the spectra.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. The spectral moments

As already mentioned, the first moment of the dynam
structure factor has the well known exact expression

FIG. 1. IXS spectra for exchanged wave vectorQ57.8 nm21

from supercritical He atT527 K at different number density val
ues as indicated in the plots. The raw data~open circles!, reported in
counts per second, are plotted with their error bars; the vertical
marks the zero energy transfer position~elastic scattering!.
3-2
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\^v1~Q!&5
\2Q2

2M
, ~4!

which obviously vanishes in the classical limit.
The second spectral moment may be written, followi

Ref. @10#, as~see also Ref.@11#!

\2^v2~Q!&5S \2Q2

2M D 2

@22S~Q!#1S \2Q2

2M D
3F4

3
^Ekin&1K~Q!G . ~5!

Here ^Ekin& denotes the mean~quantum mechanically cor
rect! single particle kinetic energy and

K~Q!5
1

NM K (
iÞ j

pipj cos~QW •rW i j !L . ~6!

Obviously in the classical limit one has simply@9#

\2^v2~Q!&C5
\2Q2

2M

4

3
^Ekin&C5\2

kBT

M
Q2. ~7!

It should also be noted that, under the assumption of p
wise additive interatomic potentials, a polynomial\ expan-
sion, consistent up to\2 @i.e., up to\4 for \2^v2(Q)&#, leads
to @10#

R2.S \2Q2

2M D1F2kBT1
\2

6kBT
~V0

22VQ
2 !G , ~8!

where, in terms of the pair distribution functiong(r ), one
has

VQ
2 5

r

ME g~r !cos~QW •rW !~Q̂•¹W !2U~r !drW ~9!

and

V0
25 lim

Q→0
VQ

2 5
r

ME g~r !~Q̂•¹W !2U~r !drW, ~10!

the latter generally being referred to as the square of
Einstein frequency of the fluid.

From these formulas it is readily seen that, in the lead
terms of the\ expansionR2 tends to a finite value 2kBT,
namely, to the ratio of the classical second moment to
exact first moment, in the limit of both lowQ and highT; we
will refer to this limit as the classical approximation toR2.
Finally, since the third spectral moment, under the assu
tion of pairwise additive interatomic potentials, is easily d
rived @12#, we can derive an exact expression forR3 which
reads

R35S \2Q2

2M D 2

14S \2Q2

2M D ^Ekin&1\2~V0
22VQ

2 !. ~11!
02120
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Thus in principle if the pair distribution function and th
intermolecular potential are known the measurement ofR3
provides the value of̂Ekin&.

B. The model line shape

The model line shape adopted is a modification of the l
shape obtained from the classical viscoelastic theory of
uids @13#, which can be rewritten as

SC~Q,v!5A
t~v`

2 2v0
2!

@tv~v22v`
2 !#21~v22v0

2!2
, ~12!

where A, t, v0
2, and v`

2 are four Q dependent parameter
representing the intensity, the generalized Maxwell rel
ation time, and the infinite and zero frequency limits of t
generalized sound dispersion modes, respectively. These
two parameters are related to the first two even nondiverg
spectral moments ofSC(Q,v). The modification is per-
formed in order to reproduce the quantum character of
spectral line shape, which owing to detailed balance exhi
an evident asymmetry~see Fig. 1!. This asymmetry was re
covered by multiplying the classical symmetrical line sha
by a temperature dependent factor to yield

SM~Q,v!5
\v

kBT
@n~v!11#SC~Q,v!, ~13!

where n(v) is the usual Bose-Einstein population facto
This procedure, which is in a sense rigorous only for t
harmonic oscillator, obviously alters the spectral moments
the classical line shape, introducing nonvanishing odd sp
tral moments and rendering the fourth moment divergent
the following we shall treat this a line shape as a model l
shape with four entirely free parameters which turns out
be sufficiently flexible to reproduce our data at all inves
gatedQ values, yielding finite spectral moments up to ord
3.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

The fitting procedure was performed using ax2 minimi-
zation of the line shape previously described, accounting
the experimentally measured instrumental resolution fu
tion R(v) and allowing for a constant backgroundB. In
practice the adopted fitting line shape is given by

f ~q,v!5R~v! ^ SM~Q,v!1B, ~14!

where ^ stands for a convolution integral which is pe
formed numerically. During the fitting procedure, as alrea
stressed,v`

2 , v0
2 , A, andt are all left free to vary without

any constraint on theirQ dependence. Figure 2~a! shows a
typical IXS raw spectrum~open circles! at a density of
51.4 nm23, 27 K, andQ57.8 nm21, together with the cor-
responding best fit line shape. The two are also reported
logarithmic scale in the inset to better illustrate the agr
ment between experimental and best fit line shapes eve
the tails. The vertical arrow indicates the zero energy tran
~elastic scattering! position.
3-3
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Figure 2~b! shows the corresponding resolution free sp
tral densitiesSM(Q,v) obtained from the best fit parameter
while Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! show the cumulative integrals o
the second and third spectral moments given, respectively

I 2~v!5\2E
2`

v

v82SM~Q,v8!dv8,

I 3~v!5\3E
2`

v

v83SM~Q,v8!dv8, ~15!

which have been calculated for every fitted spectrum in or
to check for the convergence of the spectral moment wit
the fitted spectral region.

FIG. 2. ~a! An IXS spectrum and its best fit line shape wi
model~12! at r551.4 nm23, 27 K, andQ57.8 nm21 ~total num-
ber of counts is reported!; the same is reported on a logarithm
scale in the inset.~b! The best fit model~resolution free! line shape
SM(Q,v) of the same spectrum, obtained from Eq.~13!. ~c! and~d!
The cumulative integralsI 2(v) and I 3(v) of Eq. ~15! in arbitrary
units as functions of the upper integration limit. The vertical arro
mark the zero energy transfer position.
02120
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V. DISCUSSION

Reduced values ofR28 , obtained fromR2 after subtracting
the recoil term\2Q2/2M and normalizing to the classica
value 2kBT, are reported as a function of temperature
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! along the two isochores atr
545.2 nm23 and 36.7 nm23, respectively. From the two
plots we see that~i! the classical limit is reached, at temper
tures well below the highest investigated temperature,
both densities, although the approach to this limit seem
be faster the lower the density;~ii ! at lower temperatures
where quantum deviation become relevant, an increasinQ
spread of the data is observed, indicating larger quan
effects with increasingQ. This temperature behavior is no
surprising as the amplitude of quantum effects is expecte
vary roughly as the ratio between the de Broglie wavelen
and the mean interparticle distance, namely, asTr21/3.

In Fig. 4 we report the density dependence of the redu
R28 for five Q values ~namely, 7.8,10.4,12.7,15.1, an
17.6 nm21) at the lowest investigated temperatureT
527 K. It can be seen that the curves at differentQ values
tend to diverge as the density increases, consistently with
expected density increase of (V0

22VQ
2 ). The dotted horizon-

tal line represents the classical limit, which has to be reac
in the low-density~perfect gas! and/or low-Q ~macroscopic!
limits at least in the leading terms of the\ expansion.

The Q dependence of the reducedR28 extending from
2.5 nm21 to 26.5 nm21 is shown in Fig. 5 for the two
extreme investigated temperatures (T527 K and 294 K, re-
spectively! along the isochore atr536.7 nm23 The differ-
ent role of the quantum effects at the two temperature
quite remarkable.

It should be noted that since

s

FIG. 3. The reduced value of R2 , R285(R2

2\2Q2/2M )(2kBT)21, as measured for the selectedQ and density
values indicated in the plots.
3-4
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lim
Q→`

R2~Q!5
\2Q2

2M
1

4

3
^Ekin&, ~16!

a study of theQ dependence ofR2(Q), once extended to
sufficiently high Q values, can provide a straightforwar
measurement of the quantum effects on^Ekin&. This is usu-
ally exploited in neutron Compton scattering experime
@1,2# where the single particle scattering regime is alm
reached. Unfortunately this limit is far from being reach

FIG. 4. The same quantity as in Fig. 3 but reported as a func
of density along the isothermT527 K.

FIG. 5. The same quantity as in Figs. 3 and 4 reported a
function of the exchanged momentum at a densityr536.7 nm23

for the two extreme temperatures 27 K~full circles! and 294 K
~open circles!.
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even at the highestQ values explored in the present expe
ment; therefore we looked for an alternative strategy.

As a preliminary step we evaluated the\ expansion ap-
proximation of Eq.~8! to the second moment by numerical
calculating the quantity (V0

22VQ
2 ), making use of the Aziz

potential @14# and availableg(r )’s at T520 K and r
533 nm23 @15# obtained from neutron diffraction measur
ments. The comparison between our IXS data forR28 at r
536.7 nm23 and T527 K and these calculations is re
ported in Fig. 6. The agreement is only qualitative and
observed discrepancies would lead us to believe that, w
at these thermodynamic conditions the truncated\ expansion
seems adequate for lowQ values, it is definitely not so a
largerQ values. In order to accept this conclusion one m
be confident that the data analysis procedure based on
model line shape described yields reliable spectral mom
values.

In order to check the reliability of our spectral momen
we compared the values obtained forR3 at the same thermo
dynamic points with the predictions of Eq.~11!. In this case
exact values can be predicted if the single particle kine
energy^Ekin& is known. This was obtained by interpolatin
the (r,T) contour plot of the kinetic energy obtained fro
the path integral Monte Carlo~PIMC! calculations reported
in Ref. @4#. The comparison is reported in Fig. 7, where w
show also theR3 values obtained using the classical val
3
2 kBT for the kinetic energy. Despite some scattering of t
data, particularly aroundQm , the agreement between pre
dicted and measured values is rather good when the quan
values of̂ Ekin& are used. This finding makes us confident
the reliability of the experimentally determinedR3 values,
thusa posteriorivalidating also the experimental determin
tion of R2 already discussed.

A further consequence is that, provided (V0
22VQ

2 ) is
known, Eq.~11! can be inverted to obtain a direct measure
^Ekin& also at finiteQ values,

^Ekin&5
1

4 S R3~Q!2\2~V0
22VQ

2 !

\2Q2/2M
2

\2Q2

2M D . ~17!

n

a

FIG. 6. Comparison between the experimental value of the
duced second momentR28 ~open circles! and the truncated\ expan-
sion of Eq.~8!, computed as discussed in the text~solid line!, at
r536.7 nm23 andT527 K.
3-5
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In our case the kinetic energies^Ekin& obtained for all the
availableQ values, albeit quite scattered, yield an avera
value of 63 K with a statistical uncertainty of610 K, in fair
agreement with the value of 70 K interpolated from PIM
results@4#.

FIG. 7. Comparison between the experimental value of the t
moment ratioR3 ~open circles! and its theoretical prediction give
by Eq. ~11!, as discussed in the text~lines!. The two lines corre-
spond to different guesses for the kinetic energy^Ekin&: ~i! the clas-
sically expected value 3kBT/2 ~dashed line!; ~ii ! an estimation by
interpolating kinetic energy PIMC (r,T) contour plots@4# ~solid
line!.
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A detailed discussion of the analysis of the spectra in te
of the viscoelastic model and of the physical interpretation
the fit parameters will be reported in a further study.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed an experimental method to characte
quantum deviations of the dynamics of supercritical heliu
Its dynamic structure factorS(Q,v) has been measured as
function of bothT and r and in an intermediate dynami
range, i.e., atQ values below and around the first diffractio
maximum and withv ranging in the THz region. Quantum
effects have been studied by looking at their signatures in
first three spectral moments of experimental spectra. As
pected the weight of the quantum deviations has been fo
to grow systematically when the temperature is lowered
when the exchanged momentum and/or the density are
creased.

In particular, as far as the third moments are concern
we have found theQ behavior to be fairly well approximated
by a formula valid for a pairwise additive potential in whic
experimentally determined neutron diffraction pair distrib
tion functions and the Aziz interparticle potential are us
together with previous PIMC computations for the sing
particle kinetic energŷEkin&. Moreover, we have shown tha
a value of̂ Ekin& that is consistent with the PIMC prediction
can be extracted with our data analysis even from a dyna
region where collective modes are still dominats. Efforts
in progress to extend this study, in order to obtain measu
ments of̂ Ekin& along the whole dynamic region between t
hydrodynamic and single particle regimes.
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